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Task Force on Residential Life releases interim report
Students perceive threat to fraternity housing, task force denies such claims
by

S t u a r t S c h m it t &
R e id K a jia k a w a

-------------------------------------------------

S ta f f W r it e r

Students expressed con
cerns about the activity of
the Task Force on Student
R esidential Life a t a
Law rence
U niversity
Community Council forum
on Tuesday. Much of the
concern centered on a mem
orandum th a t P resident
Richard Warch sent to all
members of the Lawrence
com m unity la st Friday.
D iscussion a t th e forum
showed th a t much of the
s tu d en t
w orries
were
unfounded.
The task force released
its interim report Saturday,
Jan. 26. Prior to its public
release, the Board of
T rustees
received
and
review ed the report. Ip
response, the board issued
its addendum to the charge
to, or mission of, the task
force.
The m em orandum con

tained an addendum to the
in itia l charge from the
Board of Trustees to the
task force. The addendum
stressed the need for equity
in campus residential facil
ities.
Particularly,
the
addendum stated th a t "No
student group should have
a perm anent claim to occu
pancy in any unit of collegeowned housing."
Many students inferred
th a t the board and ta sk
force are planning to
remove the fraternity hous
es. At the LUCC community
forum, trustee liaison to the
ta sk force Jeff R iester
responded to questions
about the task force’s inten
tions.
The addendum states
th a t "existing claims [to col
lege housing] should be
resolved equitably." Riester
said a t the forum th a t the
"task force is not about ta k 
ing anything away. ... The
task force is about making

living and dining signifi
cantly better for the entire
campus." That is, the task
force seeks not to reduce
the quality of fraternity life
but enhance other options

to an equitable level.
LUCC P resident Andy
Peterson asked Riester if
fraternities will lose their
houses under a potential
task force recommendation.

He answered th a t fraternities will not lose their houses. R iester also stressed
th a t "no recommendations
have been made y et?
continued REPORT) page 4

Residence Life report leaves some worried about the future of fraternity Kowsing.
photo by Lisa Weatherbee

R esidence Life office com '
L U C C housecleans, holds com m unity forum
folk singer for Women’s Week.
the speaker’s organization.
m ences R L A selection process
R
K
by

cants’ reasons for applying.
b y A sh l e y H a n a m a n n
Later, group interviews of
Residence Hall Directors approximately fifteen people are
(RHDs) have already begun arranged. The main object of a
planning for the selection of group interview is to find people
Residence Life Advisors (RLAs) with good group participation
for the year 2000-01. The return and leadership skills. These are
rate for RLAs has increased not necessarily the people who
over the last three years, since are the center of attention, but
the position of Residence Life more often the people who listen
Advisor became a paid position. well and can think creatively.
Twenty-one of last year's fiftyAside from leadership skills,
one RLAs returned this year, those selecting the RLA staff
and RHDs are expecting a high members look for people who
er return rate next year. First have strong feelings of commit
year RLAs are paid $400 per ment, and who care about the
term, and the salary increases Lawrence community. As Clark
for each year that an RLA Dawood, RHD for Colman Hall
returns, so second year RLAs puts it: 'We want people who
receive $500, and third years follow through with their com
receive $550. Residence Life mitment, not who use it as a
encourages RLAs to return, 'resume builder."' Residence Life
because it provides a role model also prefers people who will be
for the incoming RLAs. on campus all three terms,
Applications for the 2000-01 though some exceptions are
academic year will be available made for students who will only
from RHDs and RLAs by the be off campus for one term.
end of February.
This year there have been
The RLA selection process many changes made in the
goes through two phases. The recruiting, selection, and train
first is a series of informational ing processes. The committee on
sessions that provide interested residence life is planning to pre
people with everything they pare a written statement for
need to know to apply for the students ahead of time, in order
position. The second phase con to inform those interested stu
sists of one individual and one dents in a more timely fashion
group interview. Each applicant of the approaching applications.
has an individual interview There will also bfe a social gath
with an RLA and an RHD, in ering where applicants can
which they discuss the appli
continued RLA; page 6
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L U C C C orrespo n den t

While the bulk of Tuesday’s
marathon LUCC meeting was
dominated by discussion of the
Task Force on Residence Life’s
interim report, the council took
the time to take care of their
nominally important regular
business.
This was the first meeting
where official business could be
conducted since the recent
LUCC elections. LUCC could
not conduct official business on
the meeting scheduled for Jan.
18, the week immediately fol
lowing the elections, because
they did not have faculty quo
rum.
The focus of the meeting,
outside of the community
forum, was on Finance Chair
Mike Rogosheske’s recommen
dations to the council. The
council voted along with the
recommendation
of
the
Finance Committee to grant
the newly recognized Classic
Film Club a portion of the bud
get they submitted. This sum
would fund their activity for
their first term of showing clas
sic films to the Lawrence com
munity. After reviewing this
interim period, the council
would then decide whether or
not to allocate the remainder of
the proposed budget.
Downer Feminist Council
was allocated $850 to bring in a

Two organizations were, for
the time being, denied funding.
Greenfire’s request of $800 to
fly in a speaker from New York
to preside over a tree dedica
tion ceremony was denied by
the council. The Finance
Committee’s recommendation
was based largely on the tim-

Tropos was also denied over
$7,000 in budgetary requests to
print the campus’ literary jour
nal. The committee cited dis
crepancies in the budget
request and a lack of organiza
tion on the part of the publica
tion as the main reasons the
request was denied, and sug-

L U C C meeting.
photo by Emo Csatlos

ing of the tree dedication cere
mony. They suggested that it
be put off until the construction
of the new science building was
complete and the tree would
not be threatened by heavy
machinery. The committee also
stated that the LUCC general
fund is not intended for dona
tions, since $250 of request was
marked for an honorarium to

gested that Tropos resubmit
their budget proposal at the
next
meeting.
Finance
Secretary Jason Delisle said
after the meeting that the pro
posal was full of inconsistencies
and "contradicted itself from
start to finish," hurting Tropos’
chances of a favorable decision
from LUCC.
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On?

a t L a w re n c e
FRIDAY. FEB. 4
7 p.m.
I m a g e
International Film: "Road
Warrior"; Wriston auditori
um.
7 p.m.
M en's bas
ketball vs. Knox College;
Alexander Gym.
8 p.m.
Student
recital: Jen n ifer Hodges,
oboe; H arper Hall, MusicDrama Center.
9:30 p.m. I m a g e
International Film: "Road
Warrior"; see 7 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEB. 5
I p.m.
Student
recital: Amy Stalp, piano;
H arper Hall, Music-Drama
Center.
2:30 p.m. M a s t e r
Class: Lorin H ollander;
Harper Hall, Music-Drama
Center.
3 p.m.
V i k i n g
Chorale Festival concert;
Memorial Chapel.
8*p*m>
Student
recital: Sarah Kelly, flute,
Amanda Artz, oboe; H arper
Hall, Music-Drama Center.
SUNDAY, FEB. 6
3 p.m.
Fox Valley
Symphony
concert;
Memorial Chapel
4:30 p.m. Hockey vs.
M arquette
U niversity;
Appleton M emorial Ice
Rink.
9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse
entertainm ent:
Ju stin
Roth,
singer/guitarist;
Coffeehouse.
MONDAY, FEB. 7
11:10 a.m. F r e s h m a n
Studies
lecture:
Brian
Rosenberg on Jane Austen's
"Pride
and
Prejudice";
Stansbury Theatre.
4:15 p.m. Main
Hall
Forum: "The R ebirth of
Maya Literature", G aspar
Pedro Gonzalez, Academy of
Mayan
Languages
of
Guatemala. See "News in
Brief* for more information;
Main Hall 109
7:30 p.m. Archaeology
Society lecture/slide pre
sentation:
"New
Perspectives on the Old
Copper and Red Ochre
Cultures," Thomas Pleger,
UW-Fox Valley; Wriston
auditorium.
8 p.m .
G u e s t
recital: Andrew Rangell,
piano; H arper Hall, MusicDrama Center.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9
8 p.m .
Student
recital: Rachel Edie, voice;
H arper Hall, Music-Drama
Center.
FRIDAY, FEB. 11
II a.m.
M W C
Swimming
and
Diving
C ham pionships, finals 6
p.m.; Rec C enter pool.
7 p.m .
Hockey vs.
M arian College; Appleton
Memorial Ice Arena.

continued on page 6

Insomnia, indigestion, and
incest-related team names
Trivia wraps up its thirty-fifth year
by

L in d s a y S h a w
F e a t u r e s E d it o r

2000 marks the thirtyfifth anniversary of the
Lawrence University Trivia
Contest,
the
Midwest’s
largest trivia contest. The
total number of participating
teams is estim ated to be
between 65 and 70. This
year’s G randm aster was
senior Eli Salembier. He was
generally pleased with the
outcome of the tournament.
“My favorite moment of the
weekend was talking on the
air with a mouth full of
peanut butter Rice Krispie
treats. I sounded like a
drugged up Kermit the Frog
with a lisp ... I also appeared
on three news stations,
National Public Radio, and I
was interviewed for a docu
mentary.”
Although a significant
lack of sleep may have affect
ed Salembier’s perception of
fun, many trivia-goers felt
that Salembier did a good job
as Grandmaster. Trivia
Master Allison Augustyn felt
Salembier’s changes, includ
ing new regulations on action
questions, team names, and
mixing on and off-campus
teams after the contest, were
overall a positive addition to
the tradition. Senior Tom
Shriner of Das Uberteam
comments on the tourna
ment, “I think that Eli did a
really
good
job
as
Grandmaster. The experi
ence was not as frenzied as in
previous years, but in spite of
this fact, or perhaps because
of this fact, it was quite wellorganized. The jam-team
names got a little outrageous
at times, but such is the way
of Trivia Weekend!”
On the subject of outra
geous team names, the over
all victors were an off-cam
pus team, “Touched by an
Uncle.” Trivia Master Allison
Augustyn comments on the
commitment to the trivia
cause. “Players came from
Brooklyn to Florida and
North Carolina to play. One
man traveled all the way
from Northern Canada to
play with “Touched by an
Uncle.” Trivia Master Adam
Pelzer adds, “there were a
great many alums playing for
the team, but even more peo
ple who had been raised on
Trivia and had just always
played. There was a kid
there whose first trivia week
end was when they were
three months old. Trivia for
them is just like going to
Grandma’s
for
Thanksgiving.”
For a third year in a row
the Yuai team, composed of
current students and a few
alumni, won the on-campus
title. Trivia M aster Adam
Pelzer explained one of the
secrets to their success: “At
one point an action question
was to bring us a tape of

some team members singing
a song, and the Yuai team
brought a full-length version
of American Pie, but with
trivia lyrics...It was so...good
we had to play it on the air...
That is why the Yuais always
win: they just put more into
it.” The Yuai team also won
the prize for having smoked
more cigarettes than any
other team during the week
end.
Second place on campus
was the Kohler-Trever Hall
team, which was based in the
Kohler first floor lounge.
This was the first time the
two residence halls have
joined forces to form a trivia
team. Senior Keith Rose says
th at the team’s success was
due to “the many freshman
who really got into trivia, the
many team members who
really know how to ‘work the
phones,’ and the team mem
bers’ ability to find answers
easily.” Surprisingly, Rose
pointed out that the Kohler
team did not consume large
amounts of caffeine. “For
example,” said Rose, “I got
ten hours of sleep.” This is
luxurious, by Trivia Weekend
standards.
Taking third place for a
second year in a row was
“Das Uberteam” (slightly
modified from last year’s
“Die Uberteam”). This year,
Das Uberteam played in
Brokaw Hall and did remark
ably well considering their
rocky start. Adam Pelzer
explains, “Das Uberteam
barely existed at the begin
ning of the contest, and
ended up taking third place
on campus.”
Another tenacious team
was the fourth place team,
Plantz Hall’s “Wake up
Snorlax,” comprised approxi
mately of four freshmen, two
computers, and a dream.
Senior Tom Shriner of Das
Uberteam admits that third
place was tight. “The real
competition was for third
place, and Das Uberteam
just barely made it—Plantz
hall really gave us a run for
our money.”
The ceremony ended with
on and off-campus teams
gathering outside of the
Conservatory
of
Music
Sunday evening to receive
their prizes and witness the
announcement of the identity
of next year’s Trivia master.
Salembier comments on the
event: “The closing cere
monies were great. It was the
first year that we did them
outside with both off and oncampus teams together. Lots
of people yelling at each
other. # Great crowd. Very
empowering to stand in front
of all of them and yell my
guts out.” Next year super
senior Matt Pickett will be
the Grand Master. He hopes
that “next year’s trivia con
test will be pretty neat.”

F rid a y , F e b r u a r y 4
Mayan Life" (1993) and
"Return of the Maya" (1998),
were the first two Mayan nov
els ever published. Rascon
On Sunday, March 5, translated and publish the
Target Corporation will open latter in 1999. Gonzalez also
a new Target department has written a history of Maya
store on the east side of literature and a bilingual
Appleton, at the intersection book of poetry published in
and
another
of Calumet St. and Hwy. 441. Spanish
With 124,000 square feet of Guatemalan language.
Gonzalez is an active
floor space, the new store will
be slightly larger than the one member in Guatemalan cul
at the Fox River Mall. In tural life. He is a consultant
addition, the new location will to the Ministry of Culture and
be more accessible from the lectures frequently at univer
sities throughout the United
Lawrence campus.
Similarly,
Kohl’s States. In addition, Gonzalez
Corporation will open a new founded and serves as presi
Kohl’s department store on dent of Sb'eyb'al, a leading
Mayan cultural orga
the other side of Hwy.
nization.
441. The store will
Gonzalez presents
open Friday, March
10, and will have
his lecture Monday,
87,000 square feet of
Feb. 7 at 4:15 p.m. in
retail space. The new
Main Hall, room 109.
Kohl’s is actually a
The event is free and
relocation of the mer
open to the public.
chandise and staff
Tuition set to increase
from the company’s Valley
Fair location, which will close
In a letter dated last
Saturday, March 4.
Target Corporation chose Saturday, President Richard
to develop on the east side Warch informed Lawrence
because sufficient land was students that the Board of
approved
an
available and they foresee the Trustees
area becoming a substantial increase in the comprehen
retail area. Already in the sive fee for the 2000-2001 aca
area are grocery stores, fast- demic year. The comprehen
food establishments, and sive fee, which includes
gasoline filling stations.
tuition, room, board, and
activities, will increase about
Gonzalez to deliver 3.6 percent for next year.
forum in Spanish
According to the letter,
tuition will increase to
In his Monday Main Hall $21,717, which is up four per
Forum, Guatemalan novelist cent from last year’s $20,880.
Gaspar Pedro Gonzalez, will Room fees will increase from
examine the history of Maya $2,025 to $2,226, while board
literature. Gonzalez’s lecture, fees will actually decrease (on
"The Rebirth of Maya average) from $2,685 to
Literature," will be delivered $2,565. The activity fee,
in Spanish, with Susan which supports campus orga
Rascon of the Spanish depart nizations through LUCC, will
ment as a translator.
increase from $132 to $138.
Gonzalez’s novels, "A

Two nearby departm ent stores to open in
March

Bobby Llama returns
please, combining elements of
bands of the moment and
perennial campus favorites
Twin Cities-based folk- like
Phish,
the
Dave
fusion band Bobby Llama Matthews Band, and Ani
played to a packed Riverview DiFranco.
Lounge last Saturday night.
The problem comes from
The six-piece ensemble began the fact that in two hours
its set a bit after 9:30 p.m. and Bobby Llama never really
didn’t let up for nearly two dared to step out and risk
hours. The large crowd was something either stylistically
more than pleased to dance, or musically. With the excep
jump, move, and generally tion of a cover of Steely Dan’s
participate in Bobby Llama’s "Reelin’ in the Years," every
infectious folk rock-tinged song was solidly in the folkwith jazz sound.
fusion vein, upbeat and emi
Infectious
certainly nently danceable, but nothing
describes the band’s sound, earthshaking. This is a band
but perhaps so too does the that could play colleges and
word ‘safe.’ Though the band clubs and do well now and
displayed an impressive into the foreseeable future,
degree of versatility with but to take the next step, it
every member except the will need to distinguish itself
rhythm section doubling or musically and creatively.
tripling on other instruments,
This is not to say Bobby
the band itself displayed con Llama’s performance was
siderably less versatility somehow unsatisfying. Quite
when it came to its sound and the opposite, the band played
style. Bobby Llama estab a solid and highly entertain
lished itself from the begin ing set. What the show lacked
ning and delivered the goods, in originality and risk-taking,
but unfortunately they were as far as the audience was
the same goods. It is a sound concerned, it made up for in
and style that is certain to energy and good vibes.
by
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Jonah runs down the millenium Gore’s daughter
attracts younger voters
and learning at the college.
It's that simple."
-------------------------------------------------- S
W
With more support for the
___________________ b y D a v i d H a m
With the leap into the year
teaching and learning at
2000 and numerous prophe
(UWIRE) Boston U.—
Lawrence and the onslaught
cies of millennium madness,
With
many state primaries
of ever changing technology,
the public was attacked with
1
fast
approaching,
Karenna
some
students
have
predictions of worldly disor
Gore
Schiff
is
busy
on the
expressed fear over losing
der of catastrophic propor
campaign
trail
in
support
of
personal interaction with
tions. It may have come as no
her
father,
Democrat
A1
teachers in the 21st century.
surprise then that the actual
However, while "technology is Gore.
event was what some would
However, Schiff is trying
already revolutionizing the
call a ‘letdown.’ Computers
to
appeal to an often-over
way we teach and learn ... it
did not crash, riots did not
looked
group of voters—those
will never replace the defin
ensue, and the world kept
under
age
25. She is heading
ing characteristic of our sort
turning.
up
GoreNet,
a project she
of education, closer interac
To say the least, this new
hopes
will
attract
younger
tion with faculty and stu
year has made businesses
voters
to
her
father's
presi
dents," says Volk.
and institutions more aware
dential
campaign.
The feeling th at every
of what their role in the new
Schiff,
a 26-year-old
thing is changing is not
century will be. It has given
Columbia
University
law
uncommon for many on this
them a chance to reflect upon
student,
has
taken
on
a
key
campus, but what has
what has worked in the past,
|
role
in
her
father's
campaign.
attracted students in the past
and what should be modified
to Lawrence is bound to Her program, GoreNet, aims
or changed in the future.
remain the same. "When I to attract younger voters to
So what does this mean for
talk to students about why the Gore campaign through
Lawrence University? How
they chose Lawrence most of discussion groups, rallies,
will issues like cramped hous
the time I hear them say that fundraisers, and parties.
ing, new technology, rising
Although Bill Bradley,
the size and the mission of
tuition, and others at the
Gore's
Democratic opponent,
the university are central to
forefront of students’ minds
does
not
have a formal pro
them being here. They talk
be addressed? In general, the
ject
to
attract
younger voters,
about a place where they
Lawrence community is going
he
does
rely
heavily on
have not been lost in a system
into the new year with a posi
"grassroots"
support
from
and where people really care
tive attitude.
young
voters,
according
to a
about their success. I think it
One issue, cramped hous
representative
from
the
is apparent that Lawrence is
ing, has served as a nuisance
Bradley
campaign.
a place where faculty and
for students on this campus.
Schiff said the younger
staff are invested in making
Several students like junior
generation
will be detrimen
the
individual
count.
H eather Anderson have
Students can see that when tally affected if it does not
noticed th a t "housing and
they visit and continue to dis show an interest in the coun
parking are really cramped
cover th at once they are try's future. Her hope is that
right now, and it feels like our
here," says Amy Uecke who GoreNet will spark interest
choices and opportunities are
manages the housing pro and lead to a more informed
lessening due to the high
and politically active genera
gram.
demand for residence halls or
Students, faculty, and staff tion.
small houses th a t have
"Our generation is really
generally seem optimistic
decent facilities."
about Lawrence's future in going to live with the deci
These feelings are not
the new century. While con sions they make more than
going unnoticed and will be
stantly invigorating the any other," Schiff said. "And
addressed sooner than most
teaching and staying true to if Medicare and social securi
students realize. "The Task
our institutional mission ty run out, it will be on us. If
Force on Residential Life has
there has been no better time the economy tanks then it'll
been meeting over the past
to be in the Lawrence commu be those of us at the start of
year and expects to present
our careers who have the
nity.
recommendations later this
most to lose."
Schiff encourages young
people to overcome their apa
thy and realize how impor
tan t it is for the generation to
make decisions for the coun
try—to better themselves
and their futures.
Schiff said some skepti
Qualify to train with the Army Reserve, and we’ll
cism about government is a
good thing, but it cannot get
make it worth your while in more ways than one.
to the point where young peo
If you qualify, you’ll get up to an $8,000 bonus. And
ple simply turn their backs
you’ll earn more than $20,000 during a standard enlistment on voting and the political
process. "It's important that
by
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spring. The perception that
we have ever-increasing
enrollment is not accurate.
We try to maintain enroll
ment at about 1200 students.
The total number of full time
degree students this fall
(1999) was actually several
students less than in 1998,"
says Dean of Admissions and
Financial
Aid
Steven
Syverson.
While the perception that
enrollment is rising is not
accurate, tuition definitely is.
"It bothers me that there are
people who love Lawrence as
much as I do, but cannot
attend only because they
can't foot the bill," says
Anderson.
This issue is not particular
to Lawrence. The fact that a
liberal arts education is
expensive is being addressed
differently at schools around
the nation. For example,
Williams College has recently
stated that their tuition will
remain the same next year.
However, they also have an
endowment that exceeds $1
billion and, "while Lawrence
doesn't have those kinds of
resources, we are firmly com
mitted to doing all we can to
enable students to me that
cost of a Lawrence education.
We commit a considerable
percentage of our budget to
Financial Aid. Approximately
$35 million is restricted to
scholarship support of the
total of Lawrence's endowment--$147 million as of June
30, 1999," said Gregory Volk,
Vice-President
for
Developmental and External
Affairs. "We have made enor
mous strides in bolstering the
endowment through gifts in
recent years, and we will like
ly set a new record for endow
ment gifts this year ... a larg
er endowment means that we
can better support teaching

WORK WITH US PART TIME
AND GET AN $8,000 BONUS.

And on top of this, you might be eligible to receive over
$9,000 for continuing education and even qualify to have a
federally insured student loan repaid.
All this could be yours for serving only part tim eusually one weekend a month plus two weeks’ Annual
Training.

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

we all resist the temptation
of detachment and remember
how important it is to elect
leaders who are going to do
the right thing," Schiff said.
The sheer power of the
younger generation as a vot
ing block grants them the
ability to decide the fate of
the nation, Schiff said.
"We're the largest voting
block now, but we have the
lowest voter turnout, so it
takes a little bit of a leap of
faith to vote in real num
bers," «he said.
Schiff believes her father
is the right presidential can
didate because he connects
with the younger generation
with his understanding of
rapidly changing technology
and knowing how to use it as
a tool to benefit them, she
said.
"Our generation is the
first to grow up with these
new technologies th at have
the capacity to really revolu
tionize education, and I think
that's one major challenge
th at the next president will
have to face," Schiff said.
"My dad is the right leader at
this point in our national his
tory to take on th at chal
lenge. He's always been very
interested in technology and
he's always seen it as a tool
for equal opportunity. So I
think he'd be a great presi
dent for our generation."
Many are keeping an eye
on Schiff to see if she will be
pursuing a political career
after graduating from law
school. But Schiff said she
does not have any plans to go
into politics yet. "I always
want to be involved in the
political process because I
find politics fascinating,
exciting and interesting,"
Schiff said. "I'm not thinking
of myself as a candidate right
now, but I see a lot of people
my age who are really talent
ed and idealistic, and I'm
hoping th at they'll run."
Schiff is working on
GoreNet with her close
friend and Gore advisor, fem
inist author Naomi Wolf.
Schiff lives in New York City
with her husband, Drew
Schiff, 33, a doctor, and their
six-month-old son, Wyatt.
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Academic services helps students beyond REPORT: Residence Life
task forces releases report
words, especially during midterms
by

continued from page 1
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When C. Chad Argotsinger
asked me to write an article
about Academic Services, I
assumed that he was talking
about the Writing Lab. After
talking with Chad (the coordi
nator of College Place) I learned
that Academic Services offers
much more than help with split
infinitives on a Freshman
Studies paper. Located in the
lower level of Brokaw Hall,
Academic Services has two
components: the all-too-familiar Writing Lab, and littleknown College Place.
Sage Hall Director and College Place Coordinator Chad Argotsinger stands outside
CollegePlace in the basement of Brokaw.
For the past five years both
photo by Emo Csatlos
College Place and the Writing
Lab have existed under the overlooked errors in grammar, and French. The newest fea
umbrella of Academic Services. spelling, or layout? Also, the ture of College Place is a walkThe Writing Lab has been Writing Lab can assist the in tutoring program for
around for 15 years, College style and format of the paper.
Spanish and Math. College
Place for 12. Faculty members
If it is content you are after, Place also offers services for
appoint qualified students to then C. Chad Argotsinger rec improving study habits and
tutor in both facilities.
ommends turning to College time management.
The Writing Lab assists Place. Contrary to popular
The Writing Lab and
students with writing that belief, College Place is not the College Place are two valuable
need not be a Freshman Career Center. It is actually a resources for a student at
Studies paper, written by a place that provides content Lawrence. To contact either
freshman, or a paper at all. tutoring in virtually every sub facility, a student may call
The Writing Lab also helps ject at Lawrence. Students x6767, or stop in. The hours of
students of all years with have either to call or walk into the Writing Lab and College
assignments such as lab the office and the student will place are: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
reports and major research immediately encounter either Monday through Friday, 7 p.m.
papers. For those who think a tutor qualified to help in the to 9 p.m. Sunday through
that it is below them to visit subject, a study group in the Thursday evenings. College
the Writing Lab, Argotsinger subject, or Argotsinger himself, Place content tutoring for
cites an argument for the value who will find them a qualified Spanish takes place on
of dropping by: if a faculty tutor as soon as possible. The Tuesdays
7-8
p.m.,
member submitting an article most popular subjects for Wednesdays 9:15-10:15 a.m.,
to an academic journal would tutors in College Place are and Thursdays 12:20-1:30 p.m.
not forego the advice of his Spanish,
Calculus, Math tutoring occurs on
peers, why should a student Anthropology, Botany, Music Mondays and Wednesdays, 7-8
miss advice that may point out History, Computer Science, p.m.
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After a task force m eet
ing on Wednesday night, co
chair and A rt History
Professor Michael Orr s ta t
ed th a t the university does
have w ritten agreem ents
th a t allow the fraternities
to use the residential facili
ties on the quad.
Small house representa
tive M att Kretzmann asked
what the guidelines for any
housing recom m endations
will be. Riester responded
th a t the goal is to provide
beds in an equitable m an
ner for between 1,100 and
1,200 residents. The in ter
im report states th a t the
task force may recommend
a 90% occupancy rate,
which would yield capacity
for between 1,000 and 1,100
students. Campus housing
is currently at a 95% occu
pancy rate.
Kohler hall representa
tive Terry O’Brien ques
tioned why the trustees and
the task force consider
equity to be im portant.
L ater discussion revealed
th a t the university has
Title IX regulations with
which it must comply, as
well as basic stu d en t
desires for equitable and
desirable housing.
LUCC T reasurer Brian
Branchford
asked
how
many sm all houses the
school owns in the neigh
borhood. Vice-President Bill
Hodgkiss answ ered th a t
there are about 20, but th at
figure includes adm inistra
tive houses, faculty and
staff residential houses,
and houses rented to offcampus organizations.
After the W ednesday
night task force meeting,

co-chair and Dean of
Students Nancy Truesdell
commented th a t it is "great
to see students interested
in the quality of th eir lives
here." She added th a t there
"will be future opportuni
ties for stu d en ts to give
their input."
O rr added, "I very
strongly encourage th a t
stu d en ts read the in itial
report on the web rath er
th an rely on word-ofmouth."
Riester said a t the forum
th a t the task force is con
cluding its research phase.
Next, the task force will
move on to its deliberation
phase, where it will hash
out the specific contents of
the recommendations th a t
it will make to the trustees
this October.
The report also focused
on food services and cam
pus life. At the forum,
Riester commented th a t the
current food service facili
tie s—Downer in p a rtic u 
la r—are substandard. The
interim report also m en
tioned th a t the cu rren t
union does not m eet the
needs of either individual
students or campus organi
zations. A new union, or
"campus center" as such
facilities are now known,
will be seriously consid
ered.
Senior Eli Salembier, a
student member of the task
force, encourages students
to read more on the task
force’s interim report. He
said students should "go to
our w ebsite and look at
w hat we publish and it will
make a lot more sense." The
address
is
h ttp ://w w w .la w re n ce .e d u /
taskforce/reslife/
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C O R R E C T IO N S
•
In la st w eek’s issue, th e article by Je ff Peyton on Jam es M cPherson m istak
enly indicated th a t A ssistant Professor of H istory Jerald Podair attended Princeton
U niversity for both his u n d erg rad u ate and g rad u ate study. While he recieved his
M.A. and Ph. D. from Princeton, Prof. Podair recieved his und erg rad u ate degree
from New York U niversity, and a J.D . from Columbia University.
•
L ast w eek’s staff editorial entitled “Honor Council L etters” was supposed to
be titled “Judicial Board L etters.”
cartoon b y Cinctsay Shaw
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Clinton misguided in trying to
establish a legacy----------------BY

M ic h a e l R ic c i

(U-WIRE)
Columbia
U.— Last Thursday, for the
eighth and final time,
President William Jefferson
Clinton invoked his authority
under Article II, Section three
of the Constitution to "give to
the Congress information of
the State of the Union." He did
so in exhaustive fashion, with
an 89-minute marathon of pol
icy proposals and historical
references that added up to a
man trying to cheat the drain
ing hourglass that will bring
his presidency to an end in 50
weeks.
It was a programmatic
address with 86 new proposi
tions like tax credits and gun
control staggered throughout
the speech; they were not as
big as the grand initiatives he
began with in 1993. At that
time, Clinton was a highly
progressive politician who pro
posed sweeping schemes, like
universal health care. Indeed,
a
newly
inaugurated
President
Clinton
told
Congress, "government can do
more."
Three years later, in 1996,
he declared, "the era of big
government is over." Instead
of universal health care, he
started talking about V-chips.
He co-opted parts of the
Congressional
Republican
Agenda and successfully
forged a centrist position in
order to win re-election. Now,
in 2000, facing the last year of
his presidency, he has
returned to his progressive
self, with, among other things,
large increases in education
spending, a "national crusade"
to narrow the "digital divide,"
a litany of tax credits, and a
call for a patients' bill of
rights.
In effect, he was blunt with
Congress, daring them to pass
his agenda. It was a new pos
ture from a President usually
very tuned into partisanship.
On a number of occasions, he

was straightforward about
certain points on his list of
bills that Congress had failed
to pass. President Clinton,
while trying to be heroic, was
really looking to be historic.
More peculiar, although
effective, was his usage of
what we can call "historical
tenor." He used the tenor of
the moment to place his
speech, and more broadly his
presidency, at a particular
place in history. Behold, his
first sentence: "We are fortu
nate to be alive at this
moment in history." By
attempting to frame the
speech in terms of its histori
cal tenor, President Clinton
was attempting to place him
self straight at this pinnacle of
history known as the turn of
the 21st century.
He referred to our time as a
"21st Century American
Revolution," declaring that,
"after 224 years, the American
Revolution continues." He
quoted Benjamin Franklin
and Theodore Roosevelt; he
even found a way to mention
the first Democratic president,
Andrew Jackson.
Some would dismiss the
President's historical refer
ences as simply rhetorical
flourishes. Indeed, a state
ment like "we should be filled
with awe and joy at what lies
over the horizon" is full of
rhetorical overtones, meant to
pad a speech full of policy
points with flowery talk of a
bright future. However, those
historical references are of a
different breed. These are
attempts to place the
President not only somewhere
along the timeline, but also to
affect the one thing Presidents
cherish more than high
approval rates: legacy.
With this combination of
progressive policy and histori
cal pandering, President
Clinton is asking a very subtle
question to historians: Can I
lobby
for
my
legacy?

Unfortunately, this question is
moot. Presidents work every
day for the future, which
essentially is their legacy.
How the world looks years
from now is the legacy of a
President, not how the world
looks when he leaves office.
Some reforms take years to
evolve. Who knew that Social
Security would become the
monolith that it is today when
President Roosevelt signed it
into existence in 1935? Who
knew that not organizing
Woodrow Wilson's League of
Nations in 1919 and diving
into a period of isolationism
would eventually lead to
another
world
war?
Presidents are judged based
on what their actions lead to,
what their work puts into
motion. Mr. President, to
lobby for your legacy is virtu
ally impossible because your
legacy, like those of your pre
decessors, will be developed
well beyond your time.
This year's State of the
Union Address was, as it has
been for decades, a powerful
national speech. It allowed the
President to promote the work
of his vice president, to take
credit for what is about to
become the longest economic
expansion in our history, and
to advocate small programs
that add up to government
doing more to help more.
It was not, however, a
speech that will be remem
bered well beyond this
November, when a new
President is elected. It was not
a speech that earned the
President a legacy; rather, it
earned him a final opportuni
ty—one last chance—to prove
as President whether he can
govern effectively in an era of
divided government, all the
while being nagged by con
stant questions about his fail
ings as a man. That, not his
legacy, is his greatest chal
lenge in the year to come.

Apollos Lyre takes issue
Apollos Lyre [sic] appreci
ates the constructive criti
cism offered in Ryan Young’s
review of our Jan. 23
Underground
coffeehouse
performance. However, we
would like to address the sev
eral instances of misinforma
tion within the article—
instances th at we feel are
potentially damaging to our
ability to attract an audience
and thus share our music
with the Lawrence communi
ty.
Technical problems were
evident from the beginning of
the concert; after an hour
delay, things were still not
working as planned. Young
states th a t "the band’s
dynamics were somewhat
limited, perhaps due in part
to the fact th a t the band
insisted on feeding the drums

... through the PA. in a venue
as small as the coffeehouse."
In fact, the drums were miked
for recording purposes and
were not amplified at all.
Young states that "when the
songs were building up in
intensity and volume and
Cecka should have started
putting more energy into his
playing, he didn’t, perhaps
out of fear that he would have
ruptured the eardrums of the
majority of the audience if he
played any louder than he
was already." Cecka was play
ing in a reserved manner due
to the fact that the monitors
were malfunctioning, thus
making it incredibly difficult
for each band member to hear
what the others were playing.
Any other lack of dynamics
was due to the absence of sub
stantial volume on the bass

TO THE EDITOR:

guitar, again because of prob
lems concerning Lawrence’s
sound equipment. Without
the bass guitar, the music is
certain, to lack a substantial
dynamic element, which
Young refers to as "that cer
tain spark."
In addition to aforemen
tioned misinformation, Young
incorrectly names several
songs in his article. While
this is not a large concern, we
feel that in the short time it
would have taken him to con
tact the band to ask for the
correct song names; it would
have also given us the oppor
tunity to clarify any questions
he might have had regarding
sound or any other issues con
cerning the show.
—Apollos
Lyre: Mark
Kele, Andrew Cecka, Ross
Cabin, Ben Stanton
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Theft hurts all students
materials, in whatever form,
can have an immediate impact.
Last week's news of the
The honor code as well as
theft of over $20,000 worth of the law obviously prohibits
rare books from the Heritage theft and vandalism of library
Room of the library might have materials. Given the current
come as a shock to many stu situation, though, it bears
dents. $20,000 dollars seems repeating that not only is it nec
not only like a crime, but a vio essary that students treat
lation of the feeling of safety library materials respectfully
and trust of which this univer and regard their importance to
sity can be so proud. It is dis the whole university, but it is
turbing. And though it is very absolutely necessary that stu
unfortunate, the theft of the dents themselves make a state
books from the Heritage Room ment that they will not know
is not likely to have a significant ingly allow abuse. No one has
impact on students. Another more power actively to enforce
kind of theft, though, very like the honor code than the stu
ly will.
dents themselves. No police
As last week's report noted force exists to prevent students
the Heritage Room theft was from stealing CDs or books, but
not the first this year and individual students can serve
though it is the most high pro notice that such abuses will not
file, it is perhaps not the one be tolerated by reporting them.
that should be of the greatest Students must not willingly
concern to members of the suffer their fellow students to
Lawrence student body. The damage the quality of the whole
theft of materials from the gen campus's education. Those who
eral stacks of the library, those steal from the library are violat
items that are in common circu ing the honor code in perhaps
lation, is a truly disturbing and the most serious manner possi
immediately destructive theft. ble. Cheating undermines the
Free access to library materials integrity of education, but theft
is central to the education of undermines its viability.
nearly every student at this
university and theft of these
_________

by
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Offbeat, mainstream films share multiplexes in spring
by

D

a v id

V ic t o r

(UWIRE) U. M ichigan—
Spring movies have always
been a motley bunch. Some
are there simply because
they aren't good enough to
compete in the "blockbuster"
summer season. Others are
leftovers and delayed pic
tures intended for the holi
days that were pushed back a
couple months. There is also
always a surprise or two that
catches everyone off guard
("The Matrix," anyone?).
The 2000 spring season is
no different, with a wide
offering of possible hits, guar
anteed losers, and the just
plain unpredictable. Whether
you crave Wes Craven, yearn
to travel to Mars or just want
to spend some toasty warm
time in the great indoors,
there ought to be a movie for
you not far in the distance.
Here's a rundown, month by
month, of what to look for
soon in a theater near you.
Remember, as always, all
release dates are subject to
change.
February seems to be a
month of returning faces,
characters
and
plots.
"Scream 3" opens on Feb. 4,
offering more, well, screams.
David
Arquette,
Neve
Campbell and the bunch get
scared all over again as some
nut puts on th at mask and
kills people. "Gun Shy," star
ring Sandra Bullock and
Liam
"Jedi
Wanna-Be"
Neeson, is about a tough
detective, steeped in a world

of criminals, who undergoes
therapy and falls in love.
Think "Analyze This" meets
"Forces of Nature." Now ban
ish th at image from your
mind forever, lest it kill more
brain cells.
The second week of
February features the trou
bled Leonardo DiCaprio
"comeback" pic, "The Beach."
From problems on the set to
numerous post-production
delays, "The Beach" has a
fishy smell to it, so don't say
you haven't been warned.
Kids (some of them collegeage) will also have a blast
with two younger-themed
movies, "Snow Day" and "The
Tigger Movie." "Snow Day" is
a teenage romp on a school
day called off because of too
much snow, and "Tigger" is
an animated story centering
around everyone's favorite
spring-tailed stuffed tiger. Of
the two, the sm art money's
on the Tig.
The next week turns a lit
tle darker when "Boiler
Room" opens. The film is a
corporate dram a about a
young
college
dropout
(Giovanni Ribisi) trying to
claw his way to the top. Also
th a t week, Diane Keaton,
Meg Ryan, and Lisa Kudrow
star in "Hanging Up," the
tale of three sisters facing
their father's death. With all
this serious stuff going on,
what's needed to cap off the
week is a wacky comedy,
which "The Whole Nine
Yards" hopes to provide.
Matthew Perry and Bruce

Willis star as neighbors who
are both the target of a hit
man and must work together
to come out alive.
February closes with a
wider variety of genres in its
last week. "Screwed" features
Norm MacDonald, who is
involved in kidnapping his
boss's dog. Ben Affleck is an
ex-con who takes on his dead
cellmate's
identity
in
"Reindeer Games." Word has
it this big-budget action flick
was
delayed
from
a
Christmas release because of
an eerily similar movie by
Affleck's best buddy, The
Talented Mr. Damon, th at
debuted in that timeframe.
"Simpatico" is a tense
drama set in the world of
horse racing, starring Nick
Nolte, Jeff Bridges and
Sharon Stone. "Deterrence,"
a political thriller starring
Kevin
Poliak
as
the
President, takes place on
election eve, 2008. Sci-fi fans
disappointed by the nauseatingly awful "Supernova" may
feel redeemed when they see
"Pitch Black," in which a
group of space explorers are
marooned on a seemingly
lifeless planet. Observe the
word "seemingly," because
you know something spooky
is going to happen, and when
spooky things go down, peo
ple die. Finally, "Wonder
Boys" is about a philander
ing, writer's-blocked college
professor who impregnates
the college's chancellor. The
prof is played by none other
than Michael "I just bagged
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ram m y R ay m o n d
C h arlie Lucas
K ristin H o ffm an
D ebbie Russell
E rik M oen
M ichael O ’B rien
Julie B annerm an
D erek T huecks
K rista F rater
R uben S m ith
Sara Snyder
Jerem y K eller
Shanta H ejm ad i
Sara R acine
Monica B lacconeri
Tara Lyons
A.kua O fori-A djei

Jo an n a M esser
C u rt Lauderdale
D avid Scott
B eth H a lp e rn
A l Reiser
M elissa K ozlik
A n n e K allio
Jason Tennessen
S tuart S chm itt
A m y S chm itting
M ike C o u tin h o
A dam Lake
A n n ie Staby
E rica M oore
K rista Pleviak
L aura K n u d so n
J o h n Saunders

C h ris W orm an
B eth A chille
C arl Polley
Jessica A n d erso n
N ate Teppo
D ebi F isk
D anica D ralus
Sara G illette
V ictoria Tsangari
M ark S ch n o o r
A udrey F isher
Jason D elisle
Sandra G resl
D erek A dam s
L aura Zuege
M att P ick ett
T ony W hite

Catherine
Zeta-Jones"
Douglas.
An appropriate theme for
this March lineup seems to
be "weird ideas." Garry
Shandling plays a horny
alien looking for love in
"What Planet Are You From?"
"Drowning Mona" is a black
comedy about a small town
that revels in the attention
they receive during a murder
investigation.
Neve
Campbell, Jamie Lee Curtis,
Danny DeVito, Bette Midler,
and Casey Affleck star.
"Agnes Brown" is a touch
ing tale (read: plodding chick
flick) in which a woman
(Anjelica Huston, who also
directs) copes with her
father's death. Yawn. In her
first film since "Evita,"
Madonna stars in "The Next
Best Thing." In it, the music
diva is accidentally impreg
nated by her gay friend,
played by Rupert Everett.
Yeah, sure, that was an "acci
dent."
Recently, without fail, two
movies with the same
premise compete for box
office dollars each year.
"Dante's
Peak"
and
"Volcano," "Deep Impact" and
"Armageddon,"
"Saving
Private Ryan" and "The Thin
Red Line" are all examples of
this reliable tradition. This
year, the theme is Mars. On
March 10, Brian De Palma's
"Mission to Mars" opens. The
film is about a Mars explo
ration team th a t stumbles
across signs of extraterrestri
al life. Gary Sinise and Tim
Robbins head up the team of
intrepid explorers. Prepare
later this summer for its com
petitor, "Red Planet," another
story of explorers finding
more than they planned for
on the surface of Mars.
Speaking of repetitive
themes, an eerily derivative
film debuts in the third week
of March. "Erin Brockovich"
is about a law clerk (Julia
Roberts) who discovers conta
mination in the water of a
small town, and must fight
the seemingly invincible pow
ers that be to win a big law
suit. "A Civil Action" immedi
ately comes to mind, but that
could just be paranoia. Also
th at
week,
"Final
Destination"
opens.
Featuring a young cast led by
Devon Sawa, the film con
cerns a teenager who has a
premonition about a plane
crash, only to have it come
true. Penned by some of the
top writers of "The X-Files,"
this promises to be a spinetingler.
The makers of "Romeo
Must Die" are probably hop
ing to capture the action m ar
ket occupied last year by
"The Matrix." Jet Li stars in
this on his best day.

Help tlie environment

V Iease Recycle

New spaper
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C O N T IN U E D
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SATURDAY, FEB. 12
7 a.m.
L S A T ;
Youngchild 161.
11 a.m.
M W C
Swimming
and
Diving
Cham pionships, finals 6
p.m.; Rec Center pool.
2 p.m.
Women' s
basketball
vs.
Ripon
College; Alexander Gym.
4 p.m.
Men's
basketball
vs.
Ripon
College; Alexander Gym.
7:30 p.m. Hockey vs.
M arian College; Appleton
Memorial Ice Arena.
SUNDAY, FEB. 13 .
10 a.m.
M W C
Swimming
and Diving
Championships, finals 4:30
p.m.; Rec Center pool.

RLA
co n tin u ed from p a g e 1
meet RLAs and RHDs and
become more comfortable with
the people who will be inter
viewing them.
For those who become
RLAs, the programming model
has been changed, as well.
Currently, RLAs are required to
put together three programs
per month for their floor—2
educational and 1 social.
Residence Life plans to make
the programs a group effort
with individual programs for
each building. The staff in each
building will work together on
the programs and decide how
many of each kind of program is
appropriate for each residence
hall.

CLASSIFIEDS
FR E E BABY BOOM
BOX
F u n d ra s ie r for s tu 
d e n t groups & o rg a n iz a 
tio n s. E a rn up to $4 per
M a ste rc a rd app. Call
for info or v is it o u r
w ebsite.
Q ualified c allers
recieve a FR E E baby
Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext.
119 or ext. 125
www.ocmconcepts.com
Math Tutors Needed!
Paid evening positions
available. Appleton YMCA.
Call 739-6135, ask for Erin
or Timothy

Need some typing done?
Check my prices out!
991-2714
2 Pewter Elephant
M inatures to to highest
offer. Interested? Call
832-7809

CLASSIFIEDS
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O'Brien’s latest full of love, war, and Minnesota
by

E l iz a b e t h G

eer y

"Each of us, I firmly believe,
is propelled through life by a
restless, inexhaustible need for
affection. Why else do we
trudge off to work every morn
ing, or withhold farts, or deco
rate our bodies with precious
gems, or attend church, or
smile at strangers, or pluck out
body hair, or send valentines,
or glance into mirrors, or forgi/e, or try to forgive, or gnash
our teeth at betrayal, or pray or
promise, or any of a trillion
large and small behaviors that
constitute the totality of the
human trial on this planet?
All for love.
All to be loved."
So says the narrator of Tim
O’Brien’s latest book, "Tbmcat in
Love." And although O’Brien is
best known for his books about
the Vietnam War ("If I Die in a
Combat Zone," "Going After
Cacciato," "The Things They
Carried," and "In the Lake of
the Woods," to name a few), the
idea of a willingness to do any
thing for love is not new to his
writing. Often his characters
attribute their decision to par
ticipate in war to the desire for
love, as does O’Brien himself.
He wrote in an essay, which
appeared in the New York

Times
on
October 2,
1994, enti
tled
"The
Vietnam in
Me," "I had
come
to
a c k n o w l
edge, more or less, the dominant
principle of love in my life, how
far I would go to get it, how ter
rified I was of losing it. I have
done bad things for love, bad
things to stay loved ... More
than anything it
was this desperate
love craving that
propelled me into
a war I considered
mistaken, proba
bly evil. In college,
I stood in peace
vigils. I rang door
bells for Gene
McCarthy, com
posed earnest editorials for the
school newspaper. But when the
draft notice arrived after gradu
ation, the old demons went to
work almost instantly. I thought
about Canada. I thought about
jail. But in the end I could not
bear the prospect of rejection: by
my family, my country, my
friends, my hometown. I would
risk conscience and rectitude
before risking the loss of love."
The mediations on the place

the rapacious, completely oppo
site sex," his attempts of
revenge upon Loma Sue and
her new tycoon husband, and
Thomas’relationship with Mrs.
Robert Kooshof. We learn
quickly what an unbearably
arrogant, self-justifying, and
chauvinist lecher Thomas is.
We also, however, occasionally
see behind that facade to his
insecurities, fears, and secret
contemplations, which make
him a more pathetic and per
haps more sympa
thetic figure. Most
frustrating about
the book, however,
“T o m ca t in L o v e”
is that O’Brien
Tim O’Brien
does not allow
347 pages
Thomas to change
Broadway Books
much
at
all,
despite the self
reflection Thomas
s p o ra d ic a lly
what other critics term "the engages in. It may be realistic
war of the sexes," is a sadness that many of us have revela
that
feels
unresolved. tions about ourselves and then
Chippering tells his own story feel so righteous and coura
about his quest for love, his geous about even acknowledg
marriage to the enigmatic ing our faults that we feel no
Loma Sue, their divorce over, motivation to actually try to
among other things, his "love change anything about our
ledger" — which "amounted to selves, but a character (espe
nothing more than a statistical cially a rather dislikable one)
daily diaiy, a record not of mis that does not undergo any
deed but of a tidy mind collat transformation is hard to care
ing life’s random brushes with about by the end of the book.

that love holds in our lives
make this book interesting.
O’Brien turns away from some
of the darker emotions that fill
his Vietnam books and tries to
write a comedy about the feel
ings of loss and love. Many of
the scenes are ludicrous, and
the narrator, Thomas K.
Chippering,
Professor of
Linguistics and spumed hus
band, is a ridiculous caricature
in many ways. Yet underneath
the comical exaggeration of

Tomcat
in Love

Thomas Chippering is, of
course, a Vietnam vet and the
chapters he spends remember
ing his experiences in Vietnam
are much like O’Brien’s earlier
works and employ the same
evocative language. The rest of
the book, however, is Thomas’
tedious recital of bizarre events
that are often puzzling rather
than funny and make the book
feel erratic. O’Brien’s wonder
ful language seems fitting
when Thomas discusses his
emotions or Vietnam memo
ries, but feels disconcerting
when it is used to describe
these strange dream-like
events that we are supposed to
believe really happened, not
during a war, but in a small
town in Minnesota to a profes
sor whose wife has recently
divorced him.
So, I recommend that you
read this book if you are a big
fan of Tim O’Brien, have read
much of his other work, and
hunger for more or are curious
about his attempt to write a
comedy. And for those who have
never read anything of his, it
might be worth reading for the
ideas about love and relation
ships, but for a real taste of his
style one of his earlier books
would be more satisfying and
enjoyable.

M ove Over D isney, H ere Comes Miyazaki
_____________________ b y

A

dam

E n ter

What is the best movie
starring Minnie Driver, Billy
Bob
Thornton,
Gillian
Anderson, and Claire Danes
that you have never seen? In
actuality, it is not a fair ques
tion. You haven’t even heard of
this movie. Well, maybe you
have, but only because I men
tioned it in my last review. To
bring an end to the horrible
suspense, I will tell you. The
answer
is
“Princess
Mononoke.”
Isn’t it a surprise that a
movie should be released with
such a blockbuster cast and
such little fanfare? The reason
there is such little talk about
“Princess Mononoke” is that it
is anime, Japanese Animation.
Anime has a reputation for
being very violent and sexual
ly explicit. Also, the animation
is often somewhat choppier
than what U.S. audiences are
familiar with. People tend not
to take to it at all. This is
rather unfortunate, because
there are many anime films
th a t are brilliant in story,
depth, and animation which
get overlooked, such as “Akira”
or “Ghost in the Shell.”
“Princess Mononoke” is one
such movie.
As the movie opens we see
spectacular aerial views of
Japanese scenery including
vast forests, hills, mountains,
and ocean. Riding through it
on what appears to be a tame
elk is Ashitaka, the hero of the
movie voiced by Billy Crudup.
We get several minutes of
beautiful imagery that is shot
as though it were live action,

instead
of it. Ashitaka’s purpose in his difficult situation th at has
a n i m a t e d . journey is to see with eyes and come to a head almost before it
F i n a l l y
heart unclouded as a young has actually begun. Acclaimed
P r i n c e
man who is about to die.
Japanese director Hayao
A s h i t a k a
These thoughts are both Miyazaki invites us to view the
reaches his pivotal and typical of the film. situation through the uncloud
home village. Neither side in the bloody bat ed eyes of Ashitaka who is
Unfortunately, immediately tle for rights to the land can be forced to watch two great
upon his arrival, an evil look considered right. The beasts goods commit one great evil
ing, humongous boar beast and gods of the forest fight bit- against each other, simply by
that is covered in
defending their
black worms and
ideals. The only
snakes appears
way man and
from the forest
“P rincess Mononoke”
have any mature
and attacks the
sort of compro
directed by H ayano M iyazaki
village. After a
mise
is
also
m usic by Jo H isaishithat
spectacular battle
t h r o u g h
released by Studio Gihbli/Walt Disney
in which Ashitaka
Ashitaka.
The
Pictures
does not escape
forest gods cau
injury, he kills the
tiously
accept
beast, saving the
Ashitaka as a
village.
Soon,
friend,
even
however, we find that the terly without warning or com though he is human and helps
beast was a boar god infested promise. The land is theirs, the miners, because he repeat
with something evil, in fad;, a and they will do whatever it edly risks his life to save San
ball of iron from the earliest takes to make the humans (Claire Danes) and Moro
forms of guns, and Ashitaka’s leave without mincing words. (Gillian Anderson) and comes
injured arm is also cursed to a Lady Eboshi (Minnie Driver), from an isolated people who
degree that will soon be fatal. leader of the mining town, is live in tune with nature.
Ashitaka then heads through ruthless, cold, and precise in Despite this, the miners also
the forest to discover what her calculations in defending befriend Ashitaka as an honor
caused the attack and to see if the town from beasts, making able, fine-looking young man
the forest god will heal him.
plans for logging, and killing who saves the life of Ibki’s
What follows is an even gods. Yet, at the same time, the (Jada Pinkett) husband and
more intense tale of man ver forest gods are not about helps with the chores even as a
sus nature. Ashitaka finds a death, but life, be it plants, guest. Ashitaka proves to be a
mining town that makes the animals, or cute little forest somewhat paradoxical ideal of
iron and spends its spare time sprites. Lady Eboshi is contin both factions. This causes con
deforesting to provide heat for uing the forward progress of fusion in even Ashitaka’s mind
smelting and room for mining. mankind, promoting women and causes him to act in seem
Ashitaka also makes a visit to (who in her opinion can do ingly contradictory fashions.
the forest god and finds Moro, most anything better than stu
There is sufficient depth to
the wolf god, and San, pid, brutish men), and helping this movie for a much longer
Princess Mononoke (beast’s the poor lepers who have been review, but more importantly, I
spirit), who are desperately rejected by their own people. need to emphasize the level of
trying to rid the forest of the There is kindness and hatred expertise in the artistry of this
humans before they destroy from both sides.
film that can only be called a
even more of the green earth
The end result is a group of great work of art. The Disney
and the animals who inhabit very complex characters in a Corporation saw such poten

tial in these films from a tradi
tionally poorly selling genre,
that they bought all interna
tional release rights from the
Studio Ghibli. Included in the
contract is the stipulation that
not a single frame can be
changed from the original. Be
prepared for some stunning
shots of the mythological for
est god who can walk on water
and changes into a giant glow
ing giant, a wolfs decapitated
head that still has some bite,
and San dragging Ashitaka’s
lifeless body to the forest god.
These are visions that Disney
artists draw inspiration from.
I promise that even those of
you who are anime veterans
will see images that are com
pletely fresh and new if you
give this film a try.
This movie is complete.
Miyazaki rounds it off with a
touching soundtrack from Jo
Hisaishi that will attach you to
every scene whether lush
Japanese scenery, heartpounding battles, or love between
enemies. Tb be completely hon
est, anime such as “Princess
Mononoke” has surpassed the
sugary Disney musicals that
we see today. Not one element
is missing. The plot is more
than skin deep, characters are
complex instead of one-dimen
sional, the artistry is fantastic,
the music, intricate, and the
ending, realistic. When is the
last time you watched an ani
mated feature that was two
and a half hours long? Make
this your first, and I promise
you it will be two and a half
hours you will never forget. I
give “Princess Mononoke” four
stars out of four.
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Wisconsin ranked No. 1 in latest poll
hy

Brandon Finsterwalder

(UW IRE)
UWM a d iso n — Sometimes a
nice, relaxing weekend can
be more productive than
you would think.
Despite not playing over
the weekend, the Wisconsin
men's hockey team took
over the top spot in the U.S.
College Hockey Online poll
released Monday night. The
Badgers received an over
whelming majority of the
first place votes with 27.
Third-ranked (and previous
No. 1) New Hampshire had
eight votes, while No. 2
North Dakota had three and
Boston University received
two votes.
However, Coach Jeff
Sauer
downplayed
the
importance of holding top
spot.
"Let's be ranked No. 1
when it counts," Sauer said.
"Let's not worry about it
right now."
Last weekend, with New
Hampshire hosting Boston
University, UNH was the
unanimous No. 1. However,
they were unable to defend
this position, falling 4-2 to
BU before m ustering a 3-3
tie to salvage one point on
the weekend. The strong
road showing by BU pro
pelled them from sixth to
fourth in the polls.
A nother
team
th a t
impressed the voters was
N orth
D akota. Ranked
fourth entering the week
end, the Fighting Sioux
ambushed Michigan Tech 50 and 11-1 and rose to No. 2
in the rankings, giving the
WCHA the top two teams in
the nation.
This
weekend
the
Badgers travel to Michigan
Tech, and the Sioux are
hosted by St. Cloud. On the
East Coast, New Hampshire
plays at home against
Merrimack on Friday, and
hosts a dangerous Maine
squad on Sunday.
This weekend BU plays
one game against UMassAmherst over the weekend
before playing H arvard on
in the first round of the
Beanpot Tournam ent. All
four team s in the tourna
m ent are located in the
Boston area (BU, Harvard,

BC and Northeastern).
According to Sauer, the
Still on Top: Unlike New Huskies are always pumped
H am pshire, UW's Steve up to play on Carnival
Reinprecht didn't lose his Weekend. The last time
top spot in the nation in Tech was swept in a Winter
scoring. Even with the off Carnival series was by the
week, Reinprecht remained Badgers way back in 1990.
the top scorer in the country
Unlike a regular series,
with 44 points. Michigan the two teams will be play
State's Shawn Horcoff was ing for a trophy, and there is
able to get w ithin two an MVP award. In the 1990
points of Reinprecht with series, Badger Sean Hill
42, and North Dakota's Jeff won the MVP award, and
Panzer is three back with after he refused to kiss the
41. Reinprecht has a huge Carnival Queen, was show
advantage in points per ered with a combination of
game average with 2.0. His jeers and debris from a rau
closest competition, nearly cous Michigan Tech crowd.
a half-point back, is Panzer
Another humorous event
with 1.58.
th a t Sauer recalls from his
Badger players did take past experiences with the
a fall in overall points Winter Carnival was that
scored in WCHA play, girls were bussed in from
though. Reinprecht fell to Detroit because, according
fifth, while Dustin Kuk and to Sauer, "there were no
Dany Heatley are tied for women on th a t campus."
eighth. However, four of the
When asked if they still
seven players rounding out do th at, Sauer ju st laughed
the top ten scorers are from and said, "I have no com
N orth Dakota, which has ment on that."
played two more conference
All joking aside, Sauer
games than UW. The differ enjoys making the trip to
ence should up the final Tech
for
the
W inter
weekend of the regular sea Carnival.
son.
"It's fun," Sauer said.
It's W inter C arnival "It's a great atmosphere."

Lawrence
Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball Standings

Lake Forest
Ripon
Knox
Lawrence
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Carroll
Illinois College
Beloit
Grinnell

MWC
W
10
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
3
2

L
0
3
3
5
5
5
6
7
8
9

ALL
W
11
12
11
8
7
6
7
4
5
5

L
5
3
4 .
8
9
10
10
12
11
12

Lawrence hosts Knox this Friday, Feb. 4 at 7:00 p.m..
Women’s Basketball Standings
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Carroll
Monmouth
Illinois College
Ripon
Beloit
Knox
Grinnell

MWC
9
9
7
7
5
5
4
4
1
1

1
1
3
4
6
6
5
7
9
10

ALL
14
11
8
9
9
7
6
4
2
1

2
5
8
8
8
9
9
13
14
14

Lawrence faces Knox at Alexander Gymanisum this Friday,
Feb. 4 at 5:00 p.m.
Note: Basketball standings include all gam es report
ed through Jan. 29, 2000.
Wrestling
The Vikings wrestled 4th ranked University of WisconsinLa Crosse on Friday, Jan. 28. Lawrence entered the match
ranked 21st. Junior Ross Mueller beat Andy Melton 6-4 at 174
pounds for the sole Vikings triumph.
Indoor Track

Nicole DuBriel takes a breather at the conference meet.
photo by Lisa Weatherbee

Time: When the Badgers
travel to Houghton, Mich.,
to face Michigan Tech, it
won't be ju st another series
for the H uskies. It's the
Winter Carnival at Tech, a
festival th a t Sauer relates
to a popular UW celebra
tion.
"[The W inter Carnival] is
like
our
homecoming,"
Sauer said.

The Lawrence women placed 5th at the Pointer
Invitational at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point with
48 points. Christie Balch took third in the 200 meters and
Sally Schonfeld took third in the 800 meters. The distance
medley relay team finished second. The men placed eighth
with 18 points. Jumuah Hardin took fourth in the triple jump
to lead the Vikings.

Swimming
Injury Update: Sauer
reported th a t freshm an
Lawrence won both men’s and women’s titles at the
Brad Winchester should be
Wisconsin Private College Championship held Saturday, Jan.
cleared to play this week
29 at the Buchanan-Kiewit Recreation Center. The men fin
end, although the team will
ished with 235 points. Carthage College was second with 157
have to w ait to decide
points and Marquette University finished third with 90. The
w hether he'll play center or
women won the title with 209 points. Carthage had 157
wing.
points and Marquette was third with 122. Lisa Nickel was
M att Doman, who has
named Midwest Conference Swimmer of the Week after a
been
out since early
fifth place finish in the 100-yard backstroke and a 12th place
December, is now in a walk
finish in the 200 backstroke at the University of Wisconsining cast and wants to play
Stevens Point on Saturday, Jan. 22.
this weekend. Despite the
fact th a t Sauer thinks the
team s misses Doman's lead
ership both on and off the
ice, he says th at Doman is
far from playing, and wants
him to work on building up
muscle and improving his
flexibility. Sauer still does
n't know when Doman will
be able to play again.
"In the back of my mind,"
Sauer said, "we're going to
have to make do without
him for quite a while."
The rest of the team is
healthy and ready to play
this weekend.
Chris Anderson comes up for air during the conference meet.

Gym against Lake Forest.
by E m o C satlos

photo by Lisa W eatherbee

